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Abstract Prevalent Wi-Fi networks have adopted various

protections to prevent eavesdropping caused by the in-

trinsic shared nature of wireless medium. However, many

of them are based on pre-shared secret incurring key

management costs, and are still vulnerable from practical

countermeasures. In this study, we investigate the feasi-

bility of using defensive jamming technique to protect

enterprise Wi-Fi networks from potential eavesdroppers.

This non-cryptographic approach requires neither any pre-

shared key or high deployment costs. Defensive jammers

geographically confine the wireless coverage of Wi-Fi ac-

cess point, and thus block the message reception outside an

arbitrary boundary at a physical layer. We provide a the-

oretical model fine tuning the jamming parameters for

jammer placement. We then discuss practical consid-

erations including optimized jammer arrangement algo-

rithms, interference countermeasures to legitimate

communications, and countermeasures against advanced

attackers.

Keywords Defensive jamming � Eavesdropping � Wi-Fi

networks

1 Introduction

Ensuring confidentiality has been one of challenging

problems in wireless networks. Wireless channel as a

medium is shared by all nodes in the same wireless cov-

erage, and thus plenty of efforts have been made to prevent

illegitimate eavesdropping in wireless networks. One of

popularized approaches is encrypting messages before they

are sent over wireless channel. Another approach is to use

the physical layer characteristics such as diversity of time,

frequency, space, and code so as to hide wireless channel

from unintended parties. All of these approaches rely on

the pre-shared secret among communicating nodes, and

therefore impose the intrinsic key exposure risk or at least

require key management costs.

The prevalent Wi-Fi networks have been also protected

by encryption based security mechanisms to ensure confi-

dentiality. TheWired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) using RC4

encryption is first adopted toWi-Fi networks. The following

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) protocol remedies lots of

security vulnerabilities caused by WEP. It defines the pre-

shared key (PSK) mode for home use, and the enterprise

mode requiring authentication server and operating with the

IEEE 802.1X port-based network access control and the

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP). This WPA pro-

tocol is again enhanced by the more secure WPA2 imple-

menting the IEEE 802.11i Wi-Fi security standard [3], and

the WPA2 enterprise mode is widely used for securing Wi-

Fi networks which require enterprise level security. An

encryption key for unicast messages in the protocol is

temporarily generated per session per client, and therefore

the exposure of a client’s encryption key does not have an

impact to other clients’ security in the same network.

It is perceived that the WPA2 provides a sufficiently

secure protection [17], but fundamental risks still remain in
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terms of confidentiality of Wi-Fi networks. The IEEE

802.11i standard aims for encrypting data frames only, and

thus an attacker is still able to obtain useful meta-infor-

mation about the target network by observing management

frames. Even the management frame protection defined in

the IEEE 802.11w standard [4] cannot resolve this issue,

since it can only encrypt the management frames after the

association procedure. The authentication server storing all

clients’ keys obviously becomes a point of failure and the

delivery process of encryption key by using EAPs could be

insecure. For instance, some legacy EAPs (e.g., LEAP)

using insecure channel to deliver the master key are still

being used in practice to provide backward compatibility

for legacy devices. This motivates us to devise a means

which can supplement the current security mechanism used

in Wi-Fi networks.

The supplementary mechanism should not be dependent

on any pre-shared secret to avoid the same issues caused by

existing mechanisms. There have been studies using mul-

tiple antennas for secure transmission without pre-shared

secret [25, 30], but they require costly hardware and

complex signal processing technique. Considering the de-

ployment cost of Wi-Fi networks, these techniques may not

be adequate. In this regard, we focus on a physical layer

protection using jamming, which has no key dependency

and is easily deployable with separate jamming devices.

Friendly jamming is such an approach showing the theo-

retical feasibility of using jamming for ensuring confiden-

tiality of wireless communications [47, 48]. However,

there is a gap to apply the information-theoretic results

directly to the real world Wi-Fi networks. For example, it is

necessary to explain how jamming can be combined into

the current Wi-Fi security mechanism, how to configure the

jammers in an optimal manner, how to minimize the in-

terference on the surrounding legitimate communication,

and so on.

In a typical Wi-Fi set-up requiring confidentiality, there

is a distinct geographical boundary which separates be-

tween legitimate Wi-Fi clients and the others. In this paper,

we focus on protecting Wi-Fi networks from an eaves-

dropper locating outside a physically secured geographical

area. From our previous study [20], we showed that a

virtually isolated region, which is accessible to legitimate

wireless devices, but is not accessible to unauthorized de-

vices located outside the region, can be created by the

defensive jamming technique and validated the mechanism

through outdoor experiments. That is, the installed defen-

sive jammers degrade the outside eavesdropper’s channel

by increasing the interference level around the target area.

Based on the previous findings, we extend our discussion to

deploy the defensive jammer in practice. We summarize

our contribution as follows.

– We suggest defensive jamming, a non-cryptographic

supplementary approach to mitigate eavesdropping in

Wi-Fi networks.

– As shown by the empirical demonstration with com-

modity Wi-Fi devices in our previous study, the

defensive jamming technique is practically deployable,

since it requires neither modification on existing

protocols or existing hardware.

– We provide the practical considerations in deploying

defensive jamming: optimized arrangement of defen-

sive jammers, interference minimization to legitimate

communication, and countermeasures to advanced

attacker.

Below, we overview the related work in Sect. 2 and

specifically define our problem in Sect. 3. We then present

defensive jamming mechanism to prevent eavesdropping in

Wi-Fi networks by physically confining the wireless cov-

erage in Sect. 4. We introduce algorithms to arrange de-

fensive jammers around an arbitrary geometry and discuss

consideration for real deployment in Sect. 5. We extend

our discussion into minimizing interference impact on le-

gitimate communication in Sect. 6 and defending against

advanced eavesdropper in Sect. 7. Finally, we conclude the

paper in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

Since the IEEE 802.11i amendment approved in 2004 [3], it

has become the fundamental measure to secure Wi-Fi net-

works. It defines two classes of security algorithm: the robust

security network association (RSNA) and the pre-RSNA.

While the pre-RSNA provides weaker level of security for

backward compatibility with the legacy WEP solution, the

RSNA implements the temporal key integrity protocol

(TKIP) using RC4 cipher, the more secure counter-mode/

CBC-MAC protocol (CCMP) using AES cipher, and the

802.1X port-based authentication protocol and key man-

agement. The WPA2 enterprise mode implements the

CCMP, and 802.1X-based authentication and key manage-

ment. This key management protocol provides each client

with the unique temporal key for encryption, and therefore

exposure of a client’s key to the attacker does not influence

on the other clients’ security. Nevertheless, vulnerabilities

still remain as many of encryption based protections in

wireless networks involve the innate key management

problem. We analyze them in more detail in Sect. 3.

There have been many studies on physical layer pro-

tections for wireless secrecy. Strasser et al. [44] propose a

mechanism to share a key between two ends under jam-

ming, but it still requires public/private key pairs and a
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trusted certification authority (CA), thus not completely

being independent from the necessity of pre-shared secret.

Moreover, the key establishment process is too slow to be

practically used for Wi-Fi networks. On the other hand, the

Shannon’s information theory [41] provides a theoretical

fundament on sharing secret information between com-

municating nodes under a potential eavesdropper. Wyner

presents the wire-tap channel, which is a theoretical model

showing the eavesdropper’s channel can be degraded

compared to the legitimate receiver’s [54]. Studies on

various theoretical channel models have followed this

wire-tap channel [12, 24, 27, 45]. After an empirical

validation by Li et al. [26], other studies have improved the

secrecy rate [11, 15, 18, 23, 29]. The information shared on

top of the random wireless channel can be used as an en-

cryption key.

Another type of physical layer protections delicately

manipulate wireless coverage by tuning antenna. Sheth

et al. [43] use multiple access points equipped with di-

rectional antenna to confine the wireless coverage. Li

et al. [25] show that secure transmission can be achieved

with multiple antennas array without requiring any pre-

shared key. Negi et al. [30] present a method to secure

wireless communication by using multiple transmitting

antennas and helper nodes. There are also commercial

products and services for wireless physical access control

using location-based access policy management [2] or

finely-tuned distributed antennas [1]. But, all of these ap-

proaches are very costly since they require accurate site

survey, and specialized hardware or complex signal pro-

cessing techniques.

Different from the conventional perception as an at-

tacking means, jamming has recently drawn lots of atten-

tions as a defense mechanism. Martinovic et al. [28] also

exploit the jamming as a tool to protect from the malicious

packet injection attack. Gollakota et al. [14] use a jammer

to secure private data in implantable medical device (IMD)

inside patients’ body and to protect the IMD from unau-

thorized commands. Similar mechanisms have been pre-

sented for IMD security [5, 55]. Rouf et al. use jamming to

prevent privacy leakage from automatic meter reading

system [39]. Vilela et al. [49] present a protocol to select

silent devices jamming the data frames to protect from the

potential eavesdropper by utilizing the exchange of RTS/

CTS frames.

Sankararaman et al. [40] define a warehouse model,

which consists of the storage containing items equipped

with RFID tags and the physical boundary fence. To pre-

vent eavesdroppers outside the fence, multiple jammers are

installed in the space between the storage and the fence,

and they propose algorithms to optimize the power and the

number of jammers. Prior to this jamming optimization

study, there have been efforts to protect RFID privacy and

fine control the access to RFID [19, 37, 38]. Vilela et al.

present friendly jamming, showing the theoretical feasi-

bility of using jamming for ensuring confidentiality of

wireless communications [47, 48]. Similar studies are also

presented for wireless secrecy with various configura-

tions [13, 33, 58]. These are similar to ours in using jam-

ming to achieve wireless secrecy, but in contrast we show

how the defensive jamming technique can supplement the

existing Wi-Fi security protocol, provide the jammer ar-

rangement algorithms, and discuss practical consideration

for real deployment. Shen et al. [42] propose ally friendly

jamming which only jams the adversary communication,

but ensures the ally communication. It requires a pre-

shared key to generate a jamming signal known to ally,

while our mechanism does not depend on any pre-shared

secret. We compare our approach with similar jamming

approaches in Table 1.

An attacker may use countermeasures to defensive

jamming. Conventional spectral evasion or spatial eva-

sion [7, 8, 56] cannot be used by an eavesdropper, because

we control the operating channel of Wi-Fi AP and defen-

sive jammers, and an eavesdropper located outside the

target area is influenced by defensive jammers. We discuss

an attacker using directional antenna to spatially evade the

defensive jammers in Sect. 7. Xu et al. [57] propose the

timing channel over which multi-senders and a receiver

still can communicate under jamming. The maximum

throughput supported by the timing channel is too low

(\10 bps) to be used by an eavesdropper. An attacker may

use interference cancellation techniques to eavesdrop the

communication under jamming [9, 16]. However, these

approaches require expensive implementation costs and do

not properly work for the jammer changing its duty cycle.

Note that the defensive jammers operate reactively with the

APs, thus prohibiting an attacker from inferring the duty

cycle. More detailed discussion is in Sect. 6.1. Tippen-

hauer et al. [46] recently present a study on the limitation

of friendly jamming for confidentiality. They show how

MIMO eavesdroppers can recover the legitimate signal in

the 400 MHz MICS frequency band under friendly jam-

ming. However, it is restricted to the unencrypted com-

munication since it can partially recover the jammed bits. It

is also limited in the region influenced by multiple jammers

and requires very accurate antenna placement in the higher

frequency band.

3 Problem definition

We first specify the assumptions on the Wi-Fi networks in

this paper. We then review the possibility of eavesdropping

Wi-Fi networks protected by current standard security

protocol.
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3.1 Assumptions

We assume a Wi-Fi network operating at infrastructure

mode, thus consisting of APs and Wi-Fi clients. All of the

Wi-Fi nodes are located inside a given geographical

boundary and managed by a network administrator. The

network has crucial information which should not be un-

controllably exposed outside the geographical boundary.

Similar exemplary cases can be found in a government

building, an enterprise R&D center handling secret infor-

mation of new products, a medical institute keeping the

private health records of individual patient, or even a battle

field needing covert wireless communication. Accordingly,

the boundary may encompass outdoor area as well as in-

door area. For ensuring confidentiality, it is common to use

the IEEE 802.11i standard to encrypt data frames and au-

thenticate only the legitimate Wi-Fi clients.

3.2 Eavesdropping secure Wi-Fi networks

The WPA2 enterprise mode defined in the IEEE 802.11i

standard has been widely used in Wi-Fi networks requiring

enterprise level security. Nevertheless, eavesdropping Wi-

Fi networks secured by the WPA2 enterprise mode is still

possible. An attacker can passively eavesdrop the target

network to obtain the meta information or invasively use

other means to actively monitor the Wi-Fi clients’ traffic.

3.2.1 Network analysis

Although an attacker does not have a legitimate account to

access the Wi-Fi network secured by the WPA2 enterprise

mode, they can collect lots of useful information by pas-

sively listening to the Wi-Fi channel. Since many man-

agement frames are broadcast in plain text, an attacker can

easily collect basic network configurations of Wi-Fi net-

works by means such as wardriving software [21, 22, 31].

Most of those information are intended to be public,

however, depending on the required security level in a

given scenario, critical information can be exposed to the

unintended outsider. Note that the IEEE 802.11w stan-

dard [4] can encrypt only the management frames after the

association procedure between AP and client. Unencrypted

management frames such as beacon and probe request/re-

sponse include channel, SSID (Service Set Identification),

BSSID (Basic SSID), source MAC address, and even

vendor specific information. These parameters are used as

the basic information for an attacker to launch more ad-

vanced attacks. An attacker may also use the side channel

information such as traffic volume and communication

timing.

3.2.2 Traffic capture

For an attacker to capture the traffic from the target Wi-Fi

networks, the first step is to get authenticated to the secured

Wi-Fi network. After gaining the access to the network, an

attack should decrypt the other clients’ traffic.

Authentication

A less technical, but a more effective way for an attacker

to access Wi-Fi networks is social engineering. Reckless

users may write down the passphrase in publicly accessible

places or reveal the hint or passphrase itself to an attacker

by answering simple questions. Moreover, many wireless

connection manger software store the account name and

the passphrase with the SSID of previously associated AP

in clear text in the file system (e.g., wpa_supplicant in

Linux). An attacker may physically access or install a

malware to capture the password file.

The legitimate Wi-Fi user’s credential can be exposed to

an attacker by using insecure protocols. For instance, one

of obsolete EAP protocols, Cisco LEAP sends the user’s

logon password outside of a secure connection, thus mak-

ing vulnerable to dictionary attack [10]. The publicly

known tool can crack the users’ password by exploiting the

vulnerability [53]. But, these protocols are still being used

in practice to provide the backward compatibility for le-

gacy devices.

Table 1 We compare the proposed defensive jamming mechanism with other jamming approaches

Proposed

mechanism

Friendly

jamming [48]

Ally friendly

jamming [42]

RFID blocker

[19]

IMD shield

[14]

Jamming for

good [28]

Application Enterprise Wi-Fi General Hostile environment RFID IMD Sensor nodes

Goals to achieve Confidentiality Confidentiality Authorization Confidentiality Access control/

authorization

Authentication/

availability

Scalability Multiple jammers/

transmitters/

receivers

Multiple

jammers

Multiple jammers/

transmitters/ receivers

Multiple tags/

readers

None Multiple

jammers/

sensors

Mobility Wi-Fi clients Receivers All nodes, but slow All nodes All nodes None

Pre-shared secret None None Required Optional Required None
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Decrypting Wi-Fi traffic

Without having the encryption key, it is not easy for an

attacker to decrypt themessages encryptedwith CCMP [17].

Neither an outsider attacker who owns the user’s WPA2

authentication key nor an insider attacker can directly

eavesdrop the other client’s traffic. The encryption key is

contained in the pairwise transient key (PTK). The PTK is

derived from the pairwise master key (PMK) and the nonces

exchanged between the client and the AP. In the WPA2

enterprise mode, the PMK is derived from the master key

(MK), which is delivered to the client from the authentication

server via the AP. In most cases, the MK is transported

through the secure transport layer security (TLS) tunnel. In

this process, an attacker may try to directly break in the TLS

session by launching the Lucky 13 attack [6], if sufficient

amount of frame captures are available with offline analysis.

Another well known attacking measure is Hole196 [32].

An attacker having access to Wi-Fi sends a spoofed ARP

message that is encrypted with the shared group key (GTK)

to the target Wi-Fi client to maliciously set the client’s de-

fault gateway to the attacker’sMAC address. After the target

client’s ARP table is successfully poisoned, every traffic

destined to the Internet is sent to the AP with the attacker’s

MAC address as a destination. Since the AP regards it as the

traffic destined to the attacker, the AP decrypts it and re-

encrypts it with the attacker’s PTK. Finally, the attacker can

receive the traffic and easily decrypt it with its PTK.

3.3 Our approach

Figure 1 illustrates a typical enterpriseWi-Fi set up. There is

a physical boundary shown as a solid line wherein a Wi-Fi

network is used. Although all communications should be

placed inside the boundary, the wireless coverage of Wi-Fi

AP shown as a dotted line can exceed the boundary, thus

providing an attacker executing the aforementionedmethods

with eavesdropping chances . Our approach is to physically

confine the wireless coverage within the given boundary by

using defensive jamming. When combined with the existing

security mechanisms, this approach can contribute to

minimizing the risks from potential eavesdropping.

4 Defensive jamming

In this section, we show that it is feasible to control the shape

of jamming boundary with the location and the transmitting

power of jammers. We define these jammers to create the

protected wireless zone as defensive jammers and identify

the parameters that dictate the shape of the jamming

boundary, which is created by the given group of jammers.

We then show how to protect Wi-Fi networks from eaves-

dropping by using defensive jamming technique.

4.1 Jamming boundary and secure wireless zone

In order to determine the communication range of a wire-

less node, we use the signal-to-interference-noise ratio

(SINR). For the transceiver A, the receiver S, and the

jammer J, S can hear A if the SINR cA=JðSÞ at S for the A’s

signal to the J’s noise is higher than the threshold b which

is decided by the used modulation technique. Hence, the

jamming boundary which decides the hearing range of S

under jamming is expressed as

cA=JðSÞ ¼
PAS

PJS þ N0

¼ b; ð1Þ

where PAS is the amount of power received by S from A,

PJS is the amount of power received by S from J, and N0 is

the ambient noise level.

Here, we ignore the ambient noise power N0 for the

simplicity of model derivation1 and apply the line-of-sight

(LOS) propagation model [34, 35] to the received power at

S. Here, the LOS propagation model is only used as an

example. Depending on the field configuration, any

propagation model can be used instead. When A and J op-

erate on the same frequency band, (1) is thus simplified as

PAS

PJS

¼ PA � GAS

PJ � GJS

� DJS

DAS

� �n

¼ b; ð2Þ

where PA is the transmitting power of A, PJ is the trans-

mitting power of J, GAS is the antenna gain of A to S, GJS is

the antenna gain of J to S, DJS is the distance between J

and S, DAS is the distance between A and S, and n is the

path-loss exponent, which varies with surrounding envi-

ronments. It is known that n ¼ 2 for free space, n ¼ 4 for

flat surface, and n[ 4 for indoor environments except

tunnels [35]. If A and J use the same efficiency of omni-

directional antenna, (2) gives the idea that a jamming

Fig. 1 AWi-Fi AP installed inside the physical boundary represented

as a solid line provides a wireless coverage shown as a dotted line. An

eavesdropper located outside the physical boundary listens to the

communication from the Wi-Fi AP

1 This simplifying assumption will lead to a slight overestimation of

the protected area.
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boundary is dependent on the powers of A and J, and the

distances from S to them.

Based on the one-transceiver-one-jammer, we now ex-

tend the model to multiple jammers. Given the set J ¼
fJ1; J2; . . .; Jkg of k jammers, the SINR at S under jamming

is given by

cA=J ðSÞ ¼
PASPk

i¼1 PJiS þ N0

¼ b; ð3Þ

For the realistic model, we now consider an infrastructure

Wi-Fi network which consists of an AP and multiple sta-

tions under the effects of multiple jammers. Let us define

the area accessible to AP using the SINR function above as

follows.

Definition 1 (Area Accessible To AP) An area ZAðJ Þ is
defined as an area accessible to AP, if a station in ZAðJ Þ
can receive data from the AP A under k jammers in a set

J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . .; Jkg. Namely,

ZAðJ Þ ¼ ðx; yÞ cA=J ðx; yÞ[ b
���n o

;

where c is the SINR function of ðx; yÞ which is the location

of a station on the x–y plane, and b is a positive constant

which varies with modulation and coding.

Without loss of generality, we assume that b ¼ 1 (0 dB)

in the rest of this paper. Notice that in practice there is still

a chance that eavesdropping occurs outside an area ac-

cessible to AP with low probability due to the random

wireless channel. The information theoretic approaches

such as friendly jamming [47, 48] cannot prevent this from

happening either. Since, however, the our goal is to mini-

mize the eavesdropping risks, defensive jamming with the

existing protections is expected to be sufficient to nullify

the eavesdropper’s attempts in Sect. 3. Therefore, we as-

sume that the packets from AP are atomic, meaning that

they are always successfully received inside an area ac-

cessible to AP and completely blocked outside the region.

In order to estimate the area accessible to AP under

multiple jammers from the areas accessible to AP under

individual jammer, we use Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 The area accessible to the AP A under ef-

fects of k jammers in a set J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . .; Jkg is a subset

of the intersection of the areas accessible to the AP A under

the effect of each single jammer.

ZAðJ Þ �
\k
i¼1

ZAðJiÞ:

Proof Ignoring N0 in (3), ZA is expressed as follows.

ZAðJ Þ ¼ ðx; yÞ PASðx; yÞPk
i PJiSðx; yÞ

[ b

�����
( )

: ð4Þ

Let apðx; yÞ ¼
Pk

i PJiSðx; yÞ � PJpSðx; yÞ for given x and y,

where 1� p� k. Then,

PASðx; yÞPk
i PJiSðx; yÞ

¼ PASðx; yÞ
PJpSðx; yÞ þ apðx; yÞ

[ b:

Since apðx; yÞ[ 0 for any x, y, and p,

PASðx; yÞ
PJpSðx; yÞ

[
PASðx; yÞ

PJpSðx; yÞ þ apðx; yÞ
[ b:

This means that all elements in ZAðJ Þ satisfy the condition

in ZAðJpÞ.

ZAðJ Þ � ZAðJpÞ;

where 1� p� k. h

Now we extend our discussion with multiple APs. In

many scenarios such as enterprise network, multiple APs

are used to expand the wireless coverage in the target area.

We need not consider the case multiple APs are channel

independent with each other, since the configuration of

jammers operating at each AP is simply separated from the

others’ configuration. With the m number of channel in-

terdependent APs, Definition 1 is generalized as follows.

Definition 2 (Area Accessible to multiple APs) Given a

set of jammers J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . .; Jkg and a set of APs

A ¼ fA1;A2; . . .;Amg, an area ZAðJ Þ wherein a station can

access to the APs is defined as

ZAðJ Þ ¼ ðx; yÞ max
i¼1;...;m

cAi=J ðx; yÞ
� �

[ b

����
� �

:

Since it is computationally expensive to calculate all

SINR values for each AP at each location, the following

Theorem 2 can be used.

Theorem 2 The area accessible to multiple APs is equal

to the union set of the areas accessible to each AP.

ZAðJ Þ ¼
[m
i¼1

ZAi
ðJ Þ:

Proof

ZAðJ Þ ¼ ðx; yÞ max
i¼1;...;m

cAi=J ðx; yÞ
� �

[ b

����
� �

¼ ðx; yÞ cA1=J ðx; yÞ[ b
� �

or
���n

� � � or cAm=J ðx; yÞ[ b
� �o

¼
[m
i¼1

ZAi
ðJ Þ:

h
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We denote the area accessible to AP ZAðJ1; J2; . . .; JkÞ as
secure wireless zone, if it is walled from the outside.

Definition 3 (Secure Wireless Zone) Let O be an outside

station which is not supposed to be a member of the given

wireless network, LO be the area in which O can be located,

and ZAðJ Þ is the area accessible to a set of APs A ¼
fA1;A2; . . .;Amg under a set of jammers

J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . .; Jkg. Then, Z is the secure wireless zone,

only if

ZAðJ Þ \ LO ¼ /:

Figure 2 illustrates the secure wireless zone formed by a

single AP A and four surrounding jammers, being placed

from the A by distance j. All of them have the identical

antenna gain. Three cases are considered in the figure: (1)

PA [PJ , (2) PA ¼ PJ , and (3) PA\PJ . In the figure, Z1 is

the intersection of the areas, which are delimited by red

lines, accessible to the AP under each single jammer, Z2 is

the area accessible to the AP under four jammers for n ¼ 4,

and Z3 is for n ¼ 2. As in Theorem 1, it also satisfies that

Z2 � Z1, and Z3 � Z1. Notably, for the larger n, the size of

area accessible to AP increases and approximates to Z1. In

Fig. 2, the size of Z2 is as large as 86–90 % of Z1, while

one of Z3 is only 54–63 % of Z1. Intuitively, this is because

the larger path-loss exponent makes the jamming power

decrease more rapidly, thus diminishing the effect of far

jammers compared to that of the nearby jammer.

The shaded areas in the figure are the secure wireless

zones. As expected, the size of the secure wireless zone

decreases as PJ increases. Note that the area accessible to

AP for PA [ 4PJ at n ¼ 4 may not be a secure wireless

zone because there can be an area which LO intersects with

ZAðJ1; J2; J3; J4Þ. Intuitively, the increased AP power

pushes away the jamming boundary so that a corridor of

access is open between the jammers towards the AP. For

instance, in Fig. 2a the four corners of the boundary can

burst open so that an attacker can access the AP signal from

those angles. In our previous work [20], we showed that

the our theoretical jamming model is consistent with the

measurements from the outdoor experiments.
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cFig. 2 The secure wireless zone formed by four jammers is illustrated

for several different parameter choices. The line Z1 shows the

intersection ZðJ1Þ \ ZðJ2Þ \ ZðJ3Þ \ ZðJ4Þ of the individual secure

zones formed by each of four jammers. The line Z2 is the secure

wireless zone formed by the four jammers for the path-loss exponent

n ¼ 4. The line Z3 is for n ¼ 2, a PA ¼ 4PJ for n ¼ 4, PA ¼ 2PJ for

n ¼ 2, b PA ¼ PJ for both n ¼ 4 and n ¼ 2, c 4PA ¼ PJ for n ¼ 4,

2PA ¼ PJ for n ¼ 2
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4.2 Protecting downlink channel by defensive

jamming

The communication channel between AP and client is di-

vided into two folds: (1) the uplink channel from client to

AP, (2) the downlink channel from AP to client. As re-

viewed in Sect. 3.2, one of the most crucial information

(MK) during the association procedure is delivered from

the authentication server to the client via the downlink

channel. Besides, the downlink channel carries more in-

formation than each individual uplink channel since the AP

is the converged point for all clients. Note that the message

encryption key used in WPA2 enterprise mode is unique to

each client, and thus the information in the uplink channel

of a client is independent of the security of other clients.

By limiting the downlink channel with defensive jam-

ming, we can make an attacker hard to obtain the server

nonce and the MK, that are the essential information to

derive the encryption key. Defensive jammers can be in-

stalled to limit the uplink channel either, but it is practi-

cally difficult to position jammers targeting mobile stations

in the given physical boundary. If, for example, a client

station locates near the physical boundary, it is not easy to

install the defensive jammer creating a jamming boundary

which protects clients’ signal from outside eavesdropping.

In this paper, we therefore consider protecting only the

downlink channel (from AP to client) with defensive

jamming to prevent the potential attacks.

5 Jammer arrangement

In this section, we discuss how to arrange the defensive

jammers to carve a wireless zone around an arbitrary ge-

ometry. We also consider the field environments where

defensive jammers are to be installed.

Let us first define the initial wireless zone IWZ as the

wireless coverage of the AP A without jamming. The size

of IWZ is confined by the transmitting power PA of the AP

A. Because IWZ exceeds the specified target zone TZ on

which any intruder cannot physically trespass, we want to

confine IWZ into the secure wireless zone SWZ which fits

into TZ, by installing NJ number of defensive jammers

around TZ. The algorithms determine the transmitting

power PJi and the location LJi of each jammer Ji to satisfy

this condition. For simplicity we assume that TZ is a

polygon and A is not on the boundary of TZ. We then

represent a multi-objective optimization problem as

minimize
P;L

FP;L � SWZj j;NJ ;
X
i

PJi

 !
;

subjectto SWZ � TZ;

ð5Þ

whereP is a set of transmitting powers of all jammers andL is

a set of locations of all jammers, and j � j is the size of the zone.
Each of three variables in F is an objective function with

respect to P and L, and therefore we want to find a parameter

pair ofP andLwhichminimizes all these objective functions.

Since the importance of each objective function varies with

the given situation, an optimization algorithm is devised in

manydifferentways. The exponential series of these objective

functions quickly increasewith the complexity of polygon and

the convexity property of functions is not guaranteed. Thus,

weprovide a heuristic approach adaptively adjusting jamming

parameters for this optimization. In this way, the realistic

jamming boundary is computed by reflecting the channel

environment of installation site, instead of relying on an ideal

jamming model. In real practice, defensive jammers are not

only freely placed, but also restrictively positioned due to the

barriers such as uncontrollable structures and neighboring

legitimate wireless zones. We thus introduce algorithms to

achieve optima in both cases.

5.1 Fixed defensive jammers

We first consider a scenario where the locations of jammers

(L) are already given, i.e., minimize
P

ðFÞ. Figure 3 depicts

the configuration of an AP A and four jammers J1–J4.

Each side of TZ has at least one corresponding defensive

jammer. In this configuration, we introduce an algorithm

providing optimal transmitting powers of defensive

jammers.

Fig. 3 The AP A is installed in the given target zone TZ. To limit the

wireless coverage IWZ within TZ, the four defensive jammers J1� J4

located at each point control their transmitting power. The proposed

algorithm determines that PJ1 ¼ 0:5PA, PJ2 ¼ PA, PJ3 ¼ 8PA, and

PJ4 ¼ 0:5PA.
jSWZj
jTZj � 0:53;

P
PJiP
PAi

¼ 10:0

� �
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Each jammer increases its transmitting power to be

higher than A’s, if the closer vertex to A in the corre-

sponding side is closer to A than the jammer. It should

increase the power until the jamming boundary does not

intersect with the extended line of corresponding side. If

the closer vertex to A in the corresponding side is closer to

the jammer than A, the jammer inversely decreases its

power until the jamming boundary intersects with the

corresponding side.

In our simulation, we adjust the jamming power by expo-

nentially increasing or decreasing with a base 2 in milliwatts

scale (i.e., ��3 in dBm scale). For the given configuration in

Fig. 3, the iterative power adaptation algorithm determines

that the transmitting power of J1, J2, J3, and J4 should be 50,

100, 800, 50 % of PA, respectively, and SWZ occupies about

53 % of TZ. This tells us that there is a limitation tomaximize

the SWZ without relocating the defensive jammers.

We detail the procedure in Algorithm 1. The procedure

GetFixedJammerPowerðÞ takes the array ArrayðLJÞ of k

jammer locations as well as LA, PA, and ArrayðvÞ. The
result from GetJammerPowerðÞ is the array ArrayðPJÞ of

calculated jammer powers. The procedure uses the fol-

lowing sub-functions.

– CorrespondingJammerWithðlÞ returns the jammer cor-

responding with the line l.

– Distanceðl; pÞ calculates the minimum distance between

the line l and the point p. If all of the two arguments are

points, it calculates the distance between them.

– JammingBoundaryðPJ ; LJ ;PA; LAÞ returns the jamming

boundary created by the given jammer transmitting the

power PJ at the location LJ and the given AP

transmitting the power PA at the location LA.

– SearchAvailablePowerðPJ ; opÞ returns the next avail-

able jamming power from an ordered jamming power

vector. If op is þ, it returns an element one step bigger

than PJ . If op is �, it returns an element one step

smaller than PJ .

5.2 Relocatable defensive jammers

In this scenario, we assume that we can control the location

of defensive jammers as well as the jamming power, i.e.,

minimize
P;L

ðFÞ. We also consider the case of multiple APs.

The proposed algorithm is divided into the three different

procedures: (1) jammer location determination, (2) jammer

power calibration, and (3) jammer merger. We show how

the proposed algorithm can determine the jamming pa-

rameters with an example scenario in Fig. 4.

5.2.1 Jammer location determination

To maximize SWZ, the shapes of jamming boundaries need

to be straight along the side of the given polygonal TZ. As

investigated earlier, a straight boundary is formed when the

jammer and the AP are line symmetrical to the jamming

boundary and their transmitting powers are equivalent.

Given the m number of channel interdependent APs in the

k-polygon TZ, there are m number of possible locations of

jammer for each side of TZ, which are the line symmetric

points of APs. Figure 4a depicts the octagon TZ with

having the three APs A1�A3. The locations of jammers

corresponding to the Afxg for the side vfygvfyþ 1g are

represented as Jfxg:fyg. For example, J2:1 is the sym-

metric point of A2 for the side v1v2. The symmetric points

located inside TZ are excluded since they lead to make

SWZ smaller.

Among multiple jammers corresponding a side, we se-

lect only one jammer. Instead of the exhaustive search for

Algorithm 1 Arrangement of defensive jammers for k-polygon (∀i, LJi is a constant)
1: procedure GetFixedJammerPower(LA, PA, Array(LJ ), Array(v))
2: for v[i] in Array(v) do
3: J ← CorrespondingJammerWith(v[i]v[i + 1])
4: v ← Argv(Min(Distance(v[i], LA), Distance(v[i + 1], LA)))
5: PJ ← PA
6: if Distance(v, LJ ) > Distance(v, LA) then

7: while JammingBoundary(PJ , LJ , PA, LA)
⋂ ←−−−−−−→

v[i]v[i + 1] �= φ do
8: PJ ← SearchAvailablePower(PJ ,+)
9: end while
10: else
11: while JammingBoundary(PJ , LJ , PA, LA)

⋂
v[i]v[i + 1] = φ do

12: PJ ← SearchAvailablePower(PJ , −)
13: end while
14: end if
15: Array(PJ ) ← PJ
16: end for
17: return Array(PJ )
18: end procedure
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finding optimal jamming positions, we employ a heuristic

approach selecting a jammer closest to each side. The ra-

tionale in this strategy is that the jammer close to all APs

can finely control the jamming boundary with less energy.

Consequently, the eight jammers are selected as shown in

Fig. 4b.

5.2.2 Jammer power calibration

After determining the locations of jammers, each jammer

calibrates the power to confine the IWZ within TZ. Each

jammer initially sets the power equal to the corresponding

AP. In Fig. 4b, J3:1 sets its power to PA3. The entire

jamming region created by J3:1 is the union of jamming

regions created by J3:1 and each AP ZfA1;A2;A3gðJ3:1Þ ¼
	

S
i ZAiðJ3:1ÞÞ. Unless the corresponding side is completely

included inside the jamming region, the jammer increases

its power to satisfy the condition. As in the arrangement of

fixed defensive jammers, we keep doubling the jamming

power in our simulation. Since the jamming region created

by J3:1 in Fig. 4b already encloses the side v1v2, J3:1 sets

the jamming power equal to PA3. After calibrating all

jammers, the created SWZ is shown in Fig. 4c. The SWZ

occupies about 89% of TZ and the total power spent by all

jammers is about 5:67 times the total power spent by all

APs.

5.2.3 Jammer merger

To minimize the number of jammers and the total jamming

power, we merge the defensive jammers if the given target

zone is a concave polygon as in Fig. 4. Let us first define

the concave vertex as a vertex at which the internal angle is

larger than its external angle, and the concave side group as

the group of sides which include adjacent concave vertices.

In our example, v3 and v7 are the concave vertices, and

{v2, v3, v4} and {v6, v7, v8} form the respective concave

side group. We thus show how the defensive jammers J3:2,

J1:3, J2:6, J3:7 corresponding the concave side groups can

be merged.

In Fig. 4d, v6� 8 is the middle point between the two

end vertices v6, v8 of a concave side group. At v6� 8, the

AP transmitting the strongest signal is chosen (A3 in this

example) and the line c3:6 passing through the two points

is used as a line where the merged jammer will be placed.

Since all sides in the concave side group should be in-

cluded in the jamming region, the perpendicular line l7 to

c3:6 passing through v7 is the base jamming boundary

between A3 and the position of merged jammer. In Fig. 4d,

J6 is the point of symmetry of A3 to l7.

If setting the jamming power of J6 to be equal to A3

does not make all members in the concave side group in-

cluded in the jamming region, J6 increases its power until

the condition is met. Otherwise, in order to maximize SWZ

the algorithm moves J6 closer to A3 and reduces the

jamming power. In this example, our algorithm moves J6

five meters closer to A3 at each iteration and checks if the

concave side group is included in the jamming region with

the reduced jamming power (	0:5 at each iteration). Note

that the algorithm moves the jammer closer to the AP only

when the jamming power can be reduced since it should

not decrease the SWZ.

In the simulation, the algorithm determines that the

jamming position is at J60 which is ten meters closer to A3

than J6, and the jamming power is reduced to 0:25PA3.

With the same method, the algorithm also combines J3:2

and J1:3 into J2 in another concave side group by setting

its power to PA3. Figure 4e illustrates the result SWZ after

applying jammer merger algorithm. The new SWZ occu-

pies 81 % of TZ which slightly decreases, but the number

of installed jammers are reduced by two and the total

power spent by all jammers is reduced to about 4:10 times

of the total power spent by all APs.

We detail the procedure in Algorithm 2. The procedure

GetFlexJammerSettingðÞ takes the location array

ArrayðLAÞ of APs, the transmitting power array ArrayðPAÞ
of AP, and the array ArrayðvÞ of vertices which form the k-

polygonal boundary of the given target zone. It returns the

array ArrayðLJÞ of the calculated jammer locations and the

array ArrayðPJÞ of the calculated jammer powers. The

following sub-functions are used.

– GroupConcaveSideðArrayðvÞÞ takes the array of ver-

tices and returns an array of groups, each of which

includes neighboring concave sides.

– SymmetricPointðl; pÞ returns the symmetric point of p

to the line l.

– MidPointAtCSGðCÞ returns the middle point of the two

end-points of the concave side group C.

– CorrespondingAPWithðLJÞ returns the corresponding

AP for the location of jammer LJ .

bFig. 4 Illustrated is the arrangement of defensive jammers when both

their location and power are the controllable parameters. a For each

side of TZ, there are equal number of mirrored points to APs as

possible jammer location. Jfxg:fyg represents the jammer corre-

sponding to Afxg for the side vfygvfyþ 1g. b The eight jammers

closest to each side are selected. They initially set the power equal to

the corresponding AP and iteratively increase the power until the

corresponding side is completely included in the created jamming

region. c The SWZ created from defensive jammers is the intersection

of jamming region formed by each jammer.
jSWZj
jTZj � 0:89;

P
PJiP
PAi

�
�

5:67Þ. d In concave region, jammers can be merged. J2:6 and J3:7 are
merged into J60. J3:2 and J1:3 are merged into J2. e SWZ created

after jammer merger
jSWZj
jTZj � 0:81;

P
PJiP
PAi

� 4:10

� �
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– JammingRegionðPJ ; LJ ;ArrayðPAÞ;ArrayðLAÞÞ calcu-

lates the jamming region created by the given jamming

transmitting the power PJ at the location LJ and the

given APs transmitting the powers ArrayðPAÞ at the

locations ArrayðLAÞ.
– StrongestAPAtðpÞ returns the AP transmitting the

strongest signal at the point p.

– PerpendLineClosestToðp; l;CÞ returns the closest line

to the point p among the lines that are perpendicular to

the line l and pass through the vertices in the concave

side group C.

– MoveFromAToBðp; q; dÞ moves the point p the distance

d closer towards the point q.

5.3 Field considerations

The jamming boundary is irregular in real practice due to

the natural fading effects. It will become more severe in an

indoor environment due to many obstacles hiding LOS

path. Thus, it is required to do a site survey to deploy

defensive jammers in the field. By adaptively adjusting the

jamming parameters, one can build a realistic secure

wireless zone.

Depending on the configuration on which the APs and

the jammer are installed, different scenarios are shown in

Table 2.

It is unusual to install the jammer indoors for the out-

door wireless network as in S3. It is expected that the

outdoor scenario S4 for both the APs and the defensive

jammers suffers relatively less from the multipath fading

effects. When both are placed indoors, we expect the

similar path loss pattern as in S1 only with the different

path-loss exponent n.2 If the APs stay indoors and the

jammers stay outdoors (S2) as in Fig. 5, the signal

propagations at both places cannot be identical to each

other. Using (2), in the midst between the AP and the

jammer, we can asymptotically derive PAS=PJS ¼ ðPA �
Dno

JSÞ=ðPJ � Dni
ASÞ for the given AP A, the receiving station S,

and the jammer J, where ni and no are the path-loss ex-

ponent for indoor and outdoor environments, respectively.

It is well-known that the path-loss exponent increases in an

indoor environment (i.e., ni [ no) [34, 35]. If we place A

and J equally distant from the wall of the building and set

their transmitting power to the same, then the original

jamming boundary b1 pushes toward A like b2. This con-

sequently provides us with the tighter secure wireless zone.

In terms of security this smaller secure wireless zone is

beneficial, however it results in poor channel access to the

Algorithm 2 Arrangement of defensive jammers for k-polygon (∀i, LJi
is a variable)

1: procedure GetFlexJammerSetting(Array(LA), Array(PA), Array(v))
2: Array(CSG) ← GroupConcaveSide(Array(v))
3: for v[i] in Array(v) do
4: if v[i]v[i + 1] /∈ any CSG then
5: for LA in Array(LA) do
6: Array(J) ← SymmetricPoint(v[i]v[i + 1], LA)
7: end for
8: Array(LJ ) ← Argj∈Array(J)(Min(Distance(v[i]v[i + 1], j)))
9: A ← CorrespondingAPWith(LJ ), PJ ← PA

10: while v[i]v[i + 1] �⊂ JammingRegion(PJ , LJ , Array(PA), Array(LA)) do
11: PJ ← SearchAvailablePower(PJ ,+)
12: end while
13: Array(PJ ) ← PJ
14: end if
15: end for
16: for CSG in Array(CSG) do
17: q ← MidPointAtCSG(CSG)
18: A ← StrongestAPAt(q)
19: t ← PerpendLineClosestTo(LA, qLA, CSG)
20: j ← SymmetricPoint(t, LA)
21: p ← SearchAvailablePower(PA, −), d ← MinAdjustableDistance
22: while side s ∈ CSG, ∀s ⊂ JammingRegion(p, j, Array(PA), Array(LA)) do
23: p ← SearchAvailablePower(p, −)
24: end while
25: while side s ∈ CSG, ∀s ⊂ JammingRegion(p, j, Array(PA), Array(LA)) do
26: j ← MoveFromAToB(j, LA, d)
27: end while
28: j ← MoveFromAToB(j, LA, −d)
29: Array(LJ ) ← j, Array(PJ ) ← p
30: end for
31: return Array(LJ ), Array(PJ )
32: end procedure

2 We showed the different shape of the secure wireless zone with the

different path-loss exponents in Fig. 2.
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wireless nodes inside the building in return. If there is an

available buffer zone along the wall of the building, we can

both increase the secure wireless zone and provide the

reasonable protection from the outside attacker by slightly

decreasing the power of defensive jammer. The buffer zone

should be large enough to cover the curvature of the jam-

ming boundary around the wall. At the same time, the

curvature around the wall should be small enough by the

intricate power control of jammer not to expose the access

breach to the outside attacker.

6 Interference countermeasure

The defensive jamming technique significantly increases

the noise level around the target area. For the practical

deployment of defensive jamming, we should consider

minimizing the effect on the surrounding legitimate wire-

less stations. In this section, we discuss how to decrease the

impact of defensive jamming on the legitimate devices

located both inside and outside the target zone while still

protecting the wireless network from the outside attacker.

6.1 Interference to inside legitimate communication

As we investigated in Sect. 4.2, defensive jammers inter-

fere only with the downlink channel. Therefore, it is

enough to jam only the frames of the APs instead of al-

ways-on jamming noise. In so doing, the defensive jam-

mers do not interrupt the transmission of other stations as

shown in Fig. 6. It can even selectively jam the specific

types of frame from APs. For example, in order to protect

the association procedure the defensive jammers only need

to jam the frames related to authentication and association

from APs. Moreover, this method also significantly saves

energy resources in an energy-constrained situation.

The selective jamming can be implemented by wiring

the APs and defensive jammers. Whenever the APs send

any frames over the channel, the APs quickly inform to the

wired defensive jammers with the duration of frame

transmission. The defensive jammers turn on their jamming

signal during the informed duration to protect the frames of

APs. For more flexible configuration, the selective jammers

can also be wirelessly listens to the APs. By decoding the

frame header and reading the embedded information (e.g.,

source MAC address, rate/length), the defensive jammer

can determine the AP to be jammed and the jamming du-

ration. The detailed design and the feasibility of selective

jamming have been studied in [36, 50–52]. The sensing and

jamming operations can be even processed simultaneously

by using a signal channel, full duplex radio [9].

Besides, another approach to be considered is adjusting

the clear channel assessment (CCA) level in each Wi-Fi

device. A transceiver is deprived of reserving channel if it

detects any receiving signal is higher than the configured

CCA level. If the transceiver increases the CCA level, it

can recover its less channel reservation chance due to

jamming. On the other hand, increasing the CCA level can

result in the collision among the wireless stations, and

therefore care should be taken to determine the value.

6.2 Interference to outside legitimate

communication

In metropolitan areas, the installed defensive jammers may

also interfere with the legitimate communications in

neighboring buildings outside a target zone. Although de-

fensive jamming generates noise only when the APs

transmit, this behavior will result in the performance

degradation of outside Wi-Fi networks. Figure 7a shows

the interference pattern of defensive jammers where the

interference range overlaps with the neighboring buildings.

To minimize this effect, the defensive jammer can use

directional antenna. The jammer J3 and J7 in Fig. 7b are

Table 2 Different scenarios depending on configuration

Scenario APs Jammers Examples

S1 Indoor Indoor Enterprise, home

S2 Indoor Outdoor Enterprise, home

S3 Outdoor Indoor N/A

S4 Outdoor Outdoor Battle field, outdoor monitoring

A

d/2

J

d/2

b2 b1

Fig. 5 In a scenario where APs are located indoor and jammers are

located outdoor, the jamming boundary b1 pushes towards AP like b2

due to the higher path loss exponent in indoor environments

STA1

Jammer

STA2

AP2

AP1

Fig. 6 By selectively jamming the frames from APs, defensive

jamming can avoid interfering with the transmission of other stations
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equipped with the 120
 of sector antennas. The jamming

boundary created with directional antennas is calculated

with the changed antenna gain in (2). Since an attacker can

attempt an illegal network access from the unjammed area,

the decision on deploying directional antenna should be

carefully made based on the empirical performance impact

by defensive jamming.

On the other hand, in a multi-story building a target zone

can be vertically isolated. The signal propagation model is

in theory applied in a same manner with the different an-

tenna gain to the vertical direction, but the practical in-

stallation of defensive jammer will be difficult due to much

shorter distance (height of stories). Such technical limita-

tions need to be overcome by means such as the agreement

between managements of neighboring parties.

7 Defense against advanced attacker

An attacker may afford to use more intelligent techniques

requiring costly resources. One of such techniques uses the

high-gain antenna. In Fig. 8, the attacker M equipped with

a high-gain antenna attempts to overhear the AP A. The

attacker M will tilt the antenna to make the antenna gain

GMA of M to A larger than the antenna gain GMJ of M to J.

This results in the significant increase in SINR at M to A,

thus making J invalid.

To cope with the eavesdropper with high-gain antenna,

one can increase the density of defensive jammers around

the target zone or place the defensive jammers closer to A.

Additionally, the location of defensive jammers should not

be exposed or should be randomized by operating multiple

sets of working jammers. This will reduce the chance of M

to find the best direction to A for avoiding jamming signal.

Although it requires costly hardware, an attacker can use

the interference cancellation technique to defeat jam-

ming [9, 16]. However, most of these techniques assume

the interference level is already known or static. If defen-

sive jammers diversify the transmitting power and vary the

jamming duty cycle, the attacker cannot properly cancel

out the noise from defensive jammers. Instead, the jam-

ming boundary created by power-diverse jammers will be

depicted as a wide band, not a thin curve line. Therefore,

the location of defensive jammers is chosen by considering

the range of jamming power.

Lastly, an adversary may use a jamming device to dis-

rupt the network protected by defensive jamming. The

victim network will be interrupted by the adversarial

jamming regardless of defensive jamming. Thus, the victim

network can independently employ possible jamming

mitigation in this situation. If, however, an adversary can

impersonate AP to mislead defensive jammers to operate, it

will harm neighboring legitimate networks. To prevent
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Fig. 7 Illustrated are interference patterns of defensive jammers with

different antennas. a Omni-directional jammers. b Combination with
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Fig. 8 Eavesdropper M uses the high-gain antenna which of beam

angle is a. In the midst of beam, the antenna gain is higher than the

other area (GMA [GMJ). Thus, M can listen to A better than J
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such an unexpected side effect, it requires a way to au-

thenticate legitimate APs by defensive jammers. The AP

impersonation has been studied as a serious threat in Wi-Fi

networks, and we do not address here in detail.

8 Conclusion

Since Wi-Fi networks based on the IEEE 802.11 WLAN

protocol are widely deployed, they have suffered from

many security issues. Industry and research community

have developed various security mechanisms to protect the

Wi-Fi network, and the WPA2 enterprise mode has been

popularized after a number of trials and errors in real

practice. However, the mechanism relying on shared se-

crets intrinsically involves the risk of key exposure. In this

work, we analyzed the potential threats in Wi-Fi networks

secured by the WPA2 enterprise mode. In order to mitigate

the potential threats, we employed a defensive jamming

approach, which does not depend on any pre-shred secret.

By controlling the parameters of defensive jammers, we

showed that the wireless coverage can be confined into an

arbitrary geometry. We then provided the algorithms to

automatically arrange defensive jammers in both the case

that jammers are fixed and the case that jammers are re-

locatable. For practical deployment of defensive jammers,

we also showed that the interference to the legitimate

communication can be minimized by selectively jamming

the downlink frames from AP towards stations and using

directional antennas. We discussed how to mitigate the

advanced attacker who can afford to use costly methods

such as high gain antenna and interference cancellation

techniques.
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